Snow Angel
This is a quick and easy project to make for yourself or to give as a gift. Anyone who
likes snowmen will enjoy this Snow Angel!
Ingredients:
2 – 6.5” x 7.5” pieces of fabric for the body
2 – 4.5” x 7.5” pieces of fabric for the wings
2 – Scrap batting pieces for layering
Hot glue gun
Thicker cord or thread for hanger, 3 black buttons, red
ribbon for a bow/scarf, Pigma pen to mark the eyes, nose
and cheeks, plus other decorations as desired
1. Trace the Snow Angel templates (body and wings) on
the right side of one of your fabric pieces. I just used
a good quality muslin
2. Layer one of the traced pieces of fabric along with some scrap batting and the
second piece of fabric. Place a few pins in to hold the layered sandwich
together.
3. Carefully follow your traced lines and cut all three layers together. You will want
to cut them out on the inside of your markings as the edges will show on the
finished project. Set the scraps aside.
4. Sew around the edge of the layered piece approximately ¼” from the edge.
You will do this separately for the body and wings of the Snow Angel. I used
black thread and a regular straight stitch, but you could use a decorative stitch
and colorful thread.
5. Once both pieces have been stitched together it is time to assemble your Snow
Angel.
6. If you would like to sew on the three buttons on the front of the snowman body,
do so now as the wing piece will hide the thread. I used just a dab of glue to
hold the buttons.
7. Run a small amount of glue along the center of the wings piece and adhere to
the back side of your snowman body. Eyeball to center the wings.
8. Add the ribbon bow/scarf and small festive decorations as desired
9. The final step is to add the hanger using thicker thread or cord. Sew it by hand
through the back of the body so it is centered at the top. Make a secure knot so
it doesn’t come undone; shift the knot so it is not noticeable. I cut my thread
about 7.5” to 8” in length.
10. Hold it up by the hanging cord and enjoy your handiwork.
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